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The Covenant Windows: A Brief History 
 

Through the ages stained-glass windows have graced church sanctuaries, chapels, 

etc. Illuminated by the sun, multi-colored glass bears witness to God’s glory and often 

is arranged to tell stories of God among God’s people. 

 

First Presbyterian Church-Bryan’s eleven primary sanctuary windows are a mid-20th 

century style of faceted colored glass, designed in 1965-1966 by the creator of these 

inspiring stained-glass windows, Gordon William Smith of Smith Stained Glass 

Studios of Fort Worth, Texas. While the medieval craftsman joined small pieces of 

glass with lead to make intricate designs, this newer method binds slab glass set in 

epoxy. The glass itself it not hand blown but is poured into molds. This process results 

in a basic primitive, simple work with a pure color. It retains the primary function of 

leaded stained glass, but is stronger by content and design for location and load-

bearing walls. 

 

The Building Committee of First Presbyterian Church-Bryan, in 1965, wisely chose 

Mr. Smith for this project which yields a unique and inspiring witness of faith among 

generations to come.  
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The Covenant Windows: Theme 
 

Designed from Biblical stories by the Smith Glass Co. of Ft. Worth in 1966, eleven 

windows gird the nave, proclaiming the theme of God’s covenant with God’s people. The 

five windows at the congregation’s left, moving toward the entrance, portray the 

covenants of the Old Testament. In counterbalance, the five to the right of the chancel 

depict the covenants of the New Testament. The window above the main entrance 

behind the balcony is the solemn Nativity scene. 

 

A covenant is a solemn and binding agreement made by two or more individuals or 

groups, or to keep from doing, a specified action with understood accountability. God’s 

compact with human beings is a commitment, a promise—absolute and certain. 

 

The history of the people of Israel commences with the covenant of Yahweh with Israel. 

Abraham, at the direction of God, left Ur of the Chaldees and journeyed to a land where 

God promised to make his descendants a great people. The origin of Israel’s religion is 

the covenant given to Moses at Mount Sinai and is referred to as the “old covenant.” 

 

The “new covenant” is God’s sacrifice of His Son on the cross of Calvary. So it was that, 

in the beginning of the Third century. Tertullian began to refer to the two collections of 

scripture as the Old and New Testaments—by literal definition, the old and new 

covenants. 
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 “The Covenant of Creation” 
 

The Book of Genesis relates the creation of man by 

the hand of God. When creation of the finite was 

completed, “…the Lord God commanded the human 

beings, saying, ‘You may freely eat of every tree of 

the garden; but of the tree of knowledge of good and 

evil you shall not eat, for in the day that you eat of it 

you shall die’.” Thus, were the blessings of God and 

the duties of Adam directed. The creation window 

portrays the scope of God’s acts. At its center, 

imposed on Calvary’s Cross, the hand of God is 

poised in blessing. From this focal point, the eye 

traverses the vertical line of the Cross to the Lamb of 

God resting at its base, representing that moment of 

creation—“In the beginning was the Word, and the 

Word was with God, and the Word was God.” Cast 

vividly in the oblong beauty of the window, the 

creative process enfolds, through the sun, the moon, 

the stars, the fishes of the sea, the animals, bids, 

foliage, trees, flowers, and the human as male and 

female. 
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The “Perfect” Can Be the Enemy of the Seven-times-Good 
 Genesis 1:4,10,12,18,21,25,31 July 05, 2020 
 Ted V. Foote, Jr. First Presbyterian Church, Bryan, Texas 

The First Presbyterian Church sanctuary displays eleven windows, 18 feet tall, each of 6 stacked 
sections of artistically arranged faceted glass, illustrating covenant themes in the Bible. They are a 1966 
creation of the Smith Glass Studio of Fort Worth. For eleven Sundays, we will explore their Biblical themes 
one at a time. While our mostly patriotic themed worship service thanking God for this democracy was last 
Sunday, since today is July 5, we’ll also touch on an interpretation or two of U.S. history. 

Window #1, on the sanctuary’s southwest side, is the “Creation” window: stars, moon, and sun 
above; Adam and Eve, a snake in the shrubbery, doves, a lamb at the bottom – and not simply any lamb – 
the Lamb of God at the foot of a slender cross; and in the center of the window and center of the slender 
cross is the hand of God, fingers up, in a blessing pose. 

Sometime around 1974, an African American friend and I were in a conversation. He asked me, 
“Foote, do you ever think about how so many illustrations of the first chapters of Genesis portray Adam 
and Eve as White folks?” I said, “Now that you mention it, I guess that’s so. Since many anthropologists 
believe the first humans likely lived in Africa, do you think Adam and Eve should be illustrated as Black.” 
He started laughing and said, “Not at all. If they weren’t white, y’all would be blaming us for ‘original sin! 
I’m perfectly happy for all y’all’s pictures of Adam and Eve to be white!” If my friend were here to see 
Window #1, though, I’m sure he would say: “Look right there! God’s hand of blessing is dark in color. That’s 
what I’m talking about. White folks can claim Adam and Eve who were persuaded by the serpent. Black 
folks will be happy to share color with God’s hand of blessing!” 

There’s no reason to argue over racial/ethnic origins when reading or creating artwork from 
Genesis chapters one, two, and three. The most important aspects in Genesis chapter 1, according to the 
narrator, are what God says and what God observes. Reading the chapter 1 narrative, let us be clear: It is 
not intended as a scientific research, analysis, and findings report. It is a narrative describing religious-
and-life-meaning-and- purpose. Here all creation exists because God exists and because God speaks, nine 
times in the 31 verses of chapter 1. God speaks, and something of creation develops and materializes. And 
here all creation has value, yes, because God spoke and created, but, additionally, because God observed 
and made a judgment, seven times, 6 times during the six days described as the process of creation, “good; 
good; good; good; good; good;” then, at the end, the overall assessment: “very good.” 

In 1991, three of our family, with a fourth “on the way,” lived in East Texas. On the evening of July 
3, about 8:00 p.m., a seven-months pregnant Joanie and I loaded up two adult lawn chairs and 4-year-old 
Kendall’s smaller lawn chair (we also loaded up Kendall) and drove across town to Henderson High 
School’s parking lot on the east side of the Tyler highway in order to watch the annual municipally 
sponsored fireworks display in the city park, which was on the west side of the Tyler highway. When the 
last spectacular sky-high red, white, and blue Roman candle-shot boomed and scattered into wisps of gray 
smoke against the early night sky, the four-year old rose from his miniature chair, turned to us and said, 
“Ok. Is that all we do – just go ooooo and aaaah at the fireworks before we go home?” A four-year-old was 
correct about a Fourth of July fireworks display; and the same can be said about an 18-foot tall, faceted 
glass window in a church building illustrating the Creation story of Genesis 1. “Ok. Is that all we do—go 
ooooo and aaaah at the attractive window before we go home?” When we stop and think—and it may take 
a child, a teen, or an adult many years younger than I am or you are to gain and re-focus our attention—
how this nation and this world are more important than any holiday fireworks display; and God’s world 
and cosmos—person-by-person, community-by-community, body-of-water-by-body-of-water, even cosmic 
dust particle by cosmic dust particle – need far more from us than simply “going ooooo and aaaah” at a 
faceted glass window, mountain range, canyon, river, or ocean, and heading home. 

Seven times in Genesis 1 God observes “how good Creation is.” This includes the environment, the 
creatures, the people. It is not enough for us ever to “go ooooo and aaaah” when admiring certain inspiring 
aspects of environment, creatures, or people. But this morning, let’s together focus on the people of God’s 
world, which, in addition to environment and creatures, God has observed and declared “good,” and, as a 
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whole, with the creation and the creatures, God has declared people “very good.” Moreover, related to all 
of this, the Biblical narrative says God is “all in,” totally invested – from love. Let’s also remember together, 
though, as we focus on God’s people, the Italian or French proverb, “The perfect can be the enemy of the 
good.” People have said, “The Garden of Eden was perfect before human sin.” People can say it, but it’s more 
than Genesis 1 claims. God’s observation is that all Creation – environment, creatures, people – is “good” 
and, overall, is “very good.” If you or I or anyone makes a claim for a standard of “perfect this” or “perfect 
that,” we have overlooked God’s “good and very good.” We have set ourselves up for disappointment and 
even depression. We do not need “perfect” when we have God’s “good and very good,” which we absolutely 
mess up enough. 

Since this is Fourth of July weekend, let’s momentarily consider how it has been said that this 
nation’s spread from the shores of the Atlantic to the shores of the Pacific represents “Manifest Destiny,” 
or God’s specific plan for U.S.A. exceptionalism and superiority. Some may argue this, but there are several 
problems in notions and rationales of U.S. exceptionalism, superiority, and manifest destiny. God’s “good 
and very good” is “in all,” all the earth, all the universe, through various cultures and time periods. Some 
also point out the problem in U.S. history with race, beginning with two primary efforts: (1) the dislocation 
of Native Americans to make room for European settlers and (2) the relocation of African Americans as 
slaves. I cannot reverse those problems. Neither can you. Yet we can always take new steps for positive 
relationships in the new days God gives us amid this imperfect world. Racial differences and conflicts are 
part of the very sad and imperfect world in which we live, yet there’s hope “here and there” because we 
live amid what God once called “good and very good,” amid that with which God is still “all in” – still totally 
invested from love. 

How do we know? Well, we see moments. Mr. Oliver Jones was a career educator in Henderson, 
Texas. He introduced himself to me in 1983 when I moved there and called or came by my office at First 
Presbyterian Church almost weekly. He was a veteran of the pre-1971 dual segregated school districts and 
became part of the integrated system when the single district was formed. In January of 1989, Mr. Jones 
invited me to the Martin Luther King, Jr. Day commemoration at the American Legion building. I took young 
19-month-old Kendall with me. We were the only two white folks in a crowd of about 150 people. We sat 
in the middle of the left side back pew. A young woman who was African American sat to our right with her 
daughter, who was maybe two years old. When the attendees were asked to stand and sing “We Shall 
Overcome,” and everyone in front of them reached to hold hands, the little girl – standing on the pew – 
looked at Kendall – standing on the pew. He looked at her, and they simultaneously moved – covering the 
three feet between them – to hold hands, her left in his right. He reached his left hand for my right. The 
daughter reached her right hand for her mother’s left. Don’t you see? In this imperfect world, Mr. Oliver 
Jones leaned on me weekly, saying our work on race-reconciliation and community-building is never done. 
Toddler Kendall and his neighbor in the pew that evening were showing our work on race-reconciliation 
and community-building is never done. And it’s never too soon to start! So, 2½ years later, when 4-year-
old Kendall says, “Do we just ooooo and aaaah and then go home?” it’s implied that there’s far more 
important community-building to be done than “fireworks only.” And, as First Presbyterian church, God 
help us to proclaim and model how much more there is always to being God’s people in a good-and-very-
good creation than simply oooooing and aaaahing at a beautiful window, and going home until we next 
return. 

We don’t have a perfect world. Never did. Don’t see it on the horizon either. But we have a world 
God observes is both “good and very good.” Friends, I presume God knows what God is declaring and 
observing, don’t you? We’ve got to do more all the time than simply “go home” until next year or next week. 
We are given and called to a “good and very good” world for serving toward race-reconciling and 
community-building in innumerable ways. We may ooooo and aaaah at times; but we can’t “just go home” 
without resuming such “good and very good” and difficult shared work, both tomorrow and every day after 
that. – All honor and praise be to God. 
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“The Covenant with 
Noah and All Mankind” 

 
“God said to Noah, ‘This is the sign of the covenant 

which I have established between me and all flesh 

that is upon the earth’.” At the top of this striking 

window the rainbow represents a sign and seal of 

the covenant by God to Noah, to Israel and to the 

whole of mankind. “Then God said to Noah and to his 

sons with him . . .  ‘I establish my covenant with you, 

that never again shall all flesh be cut off by the 

waters of a flood, and never again shall there be a 

flood to destroy earth.’” At the center of the ark 

washed by rains and at its base is the figure of Noah 

leaving the ark with the creatures who are to 

multiply again upon the earth. Transcending, the eye 

is arrested by the rainbow, and God’s words are 

recalled: “This is the sign of the covenant which I will 

make between you and every living creature that is 

with you for all generations. I set my bow in the 

cloud, and it shall be a sign of the covenant between 

human beings and the earth. 
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Ark People 
 Genesis 6:11-24 July 12, 2020 
 Rev. Emily K. Béghin First Presbyterian Church, Bryan, Texas 

Today we arrive at window number 2 in our beautiful sanctuary, the story of Noah’s ark. This may 
be one of the most widely known stories in all the Bible. I admit, this is one of my dear favorites. I’m a 
sucker for rainbows and happy endings, and my heart lives for the animals, but this story has a deeper 
darkness to it than what we tell to our children.  

As Christians, we enjoy skipping to the good parts. We love the rainbow moment, the day the 
Israelites reach the promised land, the birth of Christ, the baptism, the resurrection, and the parts at the 
end of revelation when we speak of a new heaven and a new earth, where we live with God forever… but it 
is vital to our faith that we also honor the beginnings and the journeys our faithful ancestors took to get to 
those rainbows and the miracle of resurrection. These stories, they’re our stories. We’re still writing the 
story for the things yet to come, and we must honor where we are now as we also sit in a place of darkness, 
much like the darkness we find in the beginning of Noah’s story. 

The world in Noah’s time had become corrupt with hatred, intolerance, violence, and disregard for 
the ways of God’s love. Sin had overcome them. Evil had become their primary nature. God wants a clean 
slate, so he vows to wash this world bare in a storm so great that it drowns all the earth. But, God looks 
upon Noah, his faithful and loving heart, and he decides to spare him. He is a little speck of goodness in a 
world of pain and terror. He could have scooped Noah up in the palm of his hand and all the animals too, 
but that isn’t how God works it seems.  

So, God tells Noah to build a ship. I must admit, I am impressed. Noah labored day after day, probably 
for months not giving up on God’s word and not giving in to a society that would taunt him and mock him 
for his belief. Noah knew that this was God’s way of carrying him through the storm to come. Even as it 
began to rain, the people mocked him. Even as it began to rain… 

Storms take many forms and often we do not recognize them until we are helpless and begin to 
drown.  

Much like a literal storm, this is how evils, such as tyranny, rise and fall. It sprinkles until it pours 
and floods until all that’s left is destruction. Dietrich Bonhoeffer, a Lutheran pastor and anti-Nazi dissident, 
spoke early on against Adolf Hitler’s persecution of the Jewish people. Many pastors and influential people 
in early Nazi Germany remained silent. Some could not believe the route things were taking and made 
excuses to justify it, belittling evil for the sake of the greatness of Germany. It sprinkled until it outright 
poured.  

The darkness we see in this world is not always something that we are comfortable confronting. 
And when we do confront it, people we know and love tell us to be quiet. “Keep your head down. You don’t 
know what you’re talking about. Oh, stop exaggerating. You’re the problem.” That is the easy road, the 
comfortable route, but I wonder, is comfort worth the loss of our discipleship? 

Dietrich would not stand down. After first being accused and placed in a concentration camp and 
later found guilty of treason, he was hanged on April 9th, 1945. His book, The Cost of Discipleship speaks 
volumes today, as it did when first published in 1937. Bonhoeffer writes that to be a faithful servant of God, 
we must work every day to pursue the will God has for us through ways of mercy, justice, love, and hope in 
the church and in society. We cannot slack from the path of the higher road just because it is uncomfortable 
or difficult. Faith becomes us when we choose discipleship. We have a charge to labor to be builders of 
God’s kingdom and being of that number, being a servant comes at great cost. 

I like to think that Noah knew that cost and paid it in his labor to save the creatures of goodness 
from ruin with the evil of the earth. 

The church stands to remind believers of that cost, and the true church will come with a warning 
label. This faith is not easy. This faith is costly, exhausting, at times confounding, and always worth it. This 
faith is not cheap. 

Today we talk about the window, but truly, this entire sanctuary is in dedication to Noah’s story. 
This church has its warning label built into its foundation, into its very walls. In November of 1956, 
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architect, Henry Mayfield and his team drew up the blueprints of this space. I do not know if he was aware 
of exactly what he was giving to us, but he has left us with a most wonderful gift. Look behind me. What do 
you see? After all, this is an odd place to preach from, isn’t it? 

Behind me you see the roof of our sanctuary; wooden beams come up the sides of the walls and 
meet at the highest point. Let’s flip the sanctuary upside down. Now, what do you see? We are in an ark. 
The church is an ark in the storm of the world. The side beams form the hull, all of us able to fit within this 
ship. The area where the pews sit is called the Nave. Nave has its root in Latin, Navis, which means ship. 
The church is a haven, a sanctuary for all who wish to come aboard. Those of every kind are welcome to 
seek refuge in the faith. 

This church is teeming with rich theological symbols and signs, but this is the largest, paired with 
cross, both pointing to hope for what is beyond. 

We sit in an ark built by a laborer of faith to worship a carpenter’s son, the Son of God who carries 
us also through the mighty storms just as this great ark, this incredible faith, this transcending, radical love. 
We worship in a space that reminds us that God saves us by our faith and that in our faith we are called to 
be laborers for God’s desires to love and be the best of the little speck of light that fights from within us. 

In any storm there will be those who listen for God and those who are too busy shouting over the 
thunder to even recognize that God is speaking. God spoke to Noah who listened as others shouted at him 
and mocked him in his belief. They thought him a cook, a crazy, and they belittled him because he was 
different. God and Noah got the final laugh… literally. Faith looks crazy sometimes. Faith means taking a 
chance and being quicker to listen than to shout. 

We have not been able to meet within our nave ark for some time because we are currently scattered 
in a big and terrifying storm. Truly the ark transcends beyond this building, the ark is our faith in God, and 
we build it by being the connectional church, sharing in the labor. What does it mean to build an ark in this 
storm? 

We exist in one of the greatest storms in history here and now. Truly made up of many storms, this 
one is a behemoth… Coronavirus rages on, racism is alive and well, political unrest is at a high point, 
reasonable people have become raging fools, friends have become enemies, love has become a radical idea, 
hatred and selfish behavior seems like the new broadcasted norm.  

This did not come along all of the sudden. This storm has been sprinkling for a long time, and now 
we are sinking in the flood waters as they rise, and it is remarkable that still there are those who would 
rather shout and scream at each other with no consideration of the other while all around them the 
wreckage piles on.  

The news has become so stressful that I must monitor what time of day I see it anymore. I see things 
not of the path of the good, the loving, and the humble way of Christ; no, I see things that I can never unsee. 
I am appalled. As Christians we should be absolutely appalled. It’s easy to let feelings of anger and 
frustration boil up. I feel them now. It’s okay to get angry. Bonhoeffer was extremely angry. We should be 
angry, but we should not allow ourselves to behave in a way that would seek to drown another out of selfish 
pride or inconsiderate practices. We are called to be more. We are the faithful. 

We are saved by faith, not by works. We threw that idea out some 500 years ago, but make no 
mistake, being faithful means living in a way that we must never need to announce our faith for it is already 
known by our works. If we shout, kick, scream, and provoke, then we do not hear God who is trying to 
speak to us. Noah had ears to listen and God spoke. Noah had faith and even when mocked, yelled at, and 
belittled by his society, he continued God’s work to build an ark for the goodness of the world. 

I am sick and tired of this storm. It has been 112 days since we closed this building to battle this 
virus. Noah not only spent months building an ark, but he had to weather a storm that would rage on for 
150 days. I’m tired. Are you tired? Well, guess what… our storm isn’t stopping any time soon. We’ve got 
work to do. We’ve gotta love. Period. We’ve got to love… love all kinds. We’ve got to listen. We can’t learn 
anything or grow if we’ve got our mouths open all the time. We’ve got to look around. God’s at work 
everywhere, not just in you, but in all people, all creatures, we must seek him. Do you see him? Noah was 
faithful. Noah persevered, labored on, and in partnership with God, he weathered the storm. 
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Bonhoeffer was faithful. He stood against one of the greatest forces of evil this world has ever 
known, and his name lives on as light, his writings live on as teachings, and he now lives in the place of 
eternity in that new shining place with God and our Savior.  

Bonhoeffer and Noah both worked in partnership with God. 
Partnership means being willing to listen, grow, and build together. That’s what the church does. 

And that’s what we as a church family do together with God. Before we allow the darkness to consume us 
in the anger and frustrations that would drag us under with the rest of the world, may we remember that 
our first loyalty is to God who commands us to build something better for all kinds. 

The way of the faithful looks like work. Anyone who preaches faith as the easy and dainty road of 
beauty of ultimate comfort is lying. So, in times when we are tired, frustrated, edgy even, impatient, in times 
when the world is dark… we must ask ourselves, “Do we believe?” Do you believe in the love of God for all 
kinds? Do you believe that goodness must prevail by the way of God? 

Do you believe in the commandments, in the stories, in the hope of Christ?  
Like Peter on the ocean, like Moses before the red sea, like Noah before the storm… do we believe? 
Friends, we have work to do. Let us not grow weary. The world will taunt and writhe and resist the 

radical nature of God’s amazing grace and nondiscriminatory selfless love that by faith is let to shine 
through you. It is up to you, oh beloved believer. Sometimes strength and resilience in the paths of goodness 
looks like work and that scares people. Faith is the higher road, the harder path, the more costly way to 
live. And in that manner, we must be humble servants. 

We are the church, an ark in the storm of this world. We are the strong beams held together in love, 
upholding the goodness that fights to see the day within us. We are the ark with open doors, with room to 
spare, with love abundant. God is calling us to partner with us to build a better way, to outlast the storms 
around us and within us. You, you little speck of good in a dark and angry world, you are worth everything. 
He is calling you. Now is the time. Stand up, build, love, and welcome, go be ark people, all you beloved 
believers. Amen. 
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“The Covenant with Jacob” 
 

In the book of Genesis, Jacob, in a dream, had a 

vision of the heavens unfolding and the angels of 

God descending and ascending a ladder. God, 

standing above the ladder, spoke to Jacob saying, 

“…and you shall spread abroad to the west and to 

the east and to the north and to the south; and by 

you and your descendants shall all the families of 

the earth bless themselves. Behold, I am with you 

and will keep you wherever you go, and I will bring 

you back to this land; for I will not leave you  until I 

have done that which I have spoken to you.” The 

window portrays Jacob awakening from his dream. 

At his head is the flask of oil with which he 

anointed the rock used as his pillow and which he 

declared to be an altar unto the Lord. 
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Through All Conflicts and Challenges: 
Godspeed – God Prosper You, Being with You 

Genesis 28:5-6,10-19 July 19, 2020 
Ted V. Foote, Jr. First Presbyterian Church, Bryan, Texas 

The First Presbyterian Church sanctuary displays eleven 18-foot-tall windows, each of 6 stacked 
sections of artistically arranged faceted glass, illustrating covenant themes in the Bible. They are a 1966 
creation of the Smith Glass Studio of Fort Worth. For eleven Sundays, we are exploring their Biblical themes 
one at a time. Today, we are considering the third window, that of Jacob’s dream at Beth-el. 

Thirteen centuries before Jesus, Jacob’s family included his father, his mother, his twin brother Esau, 
and himself. Simply described, Jacob (the younger of the two twins) and mother Rebekah were competing 
against father Isaac and first born twin Esau so that Jacob could equal or surpass his brother in his 
inheritance: One brother and one parent competing to gain the upper hand against the other brother and 
other parent. It is an old story – conflict in families. And the conflict is often about money, land, possessions, 
favor, beliefs, etc. Once Jacob’s mother tricks his father – who is mostly blind – into blessing Jacob as a 
primary heir – Jacob’s mother thinks it best for Jacob to leave and live for a few years on her brother’s 
ranch many miles away. So Jacob leaves home in a hurry before slightly older brother Esau can locate him 
around the house.  

Mr. Smith’s third faceted glass window from 1966 illustrates the night on the trail headed toward 
his uncle’s ranch many miles away when a somewhat worried Jacob lay his head upon a rock-pillow and 
slept and dreamed. The dream included a ladder, or staircase, or escalator between God’s heaven and earth. 
Angels/ messengers convey wisdom and will from God as needed and as commissioned. The word from 
God Eternal which Jacob receives during his nervous sleep – with his head on a rock or two – is a message 
of promise: “Yes, you’ve been deceptive, Jacob. Yes, you are running from your brother’s clear anger at how 
you have set yourself up to receive such a large portion of the family inheritance. True, your life is not 
perfect in ethics and honesty. Yet, I bless you as a conveyor of my blessing. I’m going with you now. I’m 
coming back with you later. Life for the future is built upon life today. I’m part of life with you today. I’ll be 
part of life with you and others in the future. Live into this promise.”  

Before we come back to Jacob’s waking up the next morning, let’s come forward three thousand two 
hundred years or so. Rather than directly diving into the conflicts which might be present in your family or 
my family, or in First Presbyterian Church-Bryan, or in Brazos County, or the United States, let’s overhear 
a conversation from 83 years ago, in a backyard, about 3 hours south of here. (As you overhear this 
conversation, try to listen less to the particular labels and more to the personalities and the general way 
they describe each other and their differences.) A 1932 graduate of Wharton High School, aspiring to act 
and write for the theatre, over the next five years, went to Dallas, and then to Los Angeles, and then to New 
York, before returning for a home visit with his parents during the summer of 1937. “The first night I was 
home, we sunder the Chinaberry trees in the backyard. My parents questioned me about my acting classes 
and teachers, my friends, and the jobs at which I worked attempting to have my income match my expenses. 
I offered criticism of the South’s large-farm agricultural endeavors with economic interdependency on 
poor white and black laborers, at which point my father asked, ‘I hope you’re still a Democrat, Son.’ ‘Yes, 
I’m still a Democrat.’ He replied, ‘I tell you, Son, I could forgive you almost anything except your voting 
Republican.’ My mother added, ‘You know, we’re having a terrible time. Half of our family is not speaking. 
It’s just terrible.’ ‘Why is that?’ I asked. My dad chimed in: ‘Because they’re ungrateful. Half of my relatives, 
God help me, are Roosevelt haters. I just don’t get it, after all he’s done for the South.’ ‘Who hates FDR?’ I 
asked. ‘Your cousin, Thomas, who lives here in Wharton is a Dixiecrat. Have you heard how they want to 
take over the Democratic Party in the South. Racists they are. And my sister and her husband drove all the 
way here from Houston about ten days ago. He did it so he could sit in my living room and tell me he voted 
Republican. I asked, “Sister, did you vote Republican too?” She said, “I did.” Just smug, I tell you. Can you 
imagine? How, in the name of God?’ ‘Now, Honey, don’t get all worked up!’ my mother advised my dad … 
Yet before my visit in Wharton ended, Cousin Thomas’ mother called and invited the entire family over for 
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dinner at her house. My mother accepted, but only under the condition that she could squeeze a promise 
out of my dad and me not to talk politics. Apparently, Dixiecrat cousin Thomas’ mother made him promise 
the same, because politics never came up at our extended family’s dinner together [“Beginnings: A 
Memoir,” by Horton Foote (2001), pgs.191-194]. That 21-year-old from Wharton, Texas, would live 72 
more years, along the way of his journey receiving two Academy Awards and a Pulitzer Prize for his writing. 
Such recognition was possible, we might say, given his sensitivity to the way ordinary people are and to 
the way ordinary people become who they become in their varied life-journeys. In Jacob’s household three 
thousand three hundred years ago, twin sons were in competition for an inheritance of land, livestock, 
money, and pride – which built walls between them. In Wharton, Texas, in 1937, an extended family was 
competing for the upper hand in politics and ideological influence – the differences among which created 
walls between them. 

Whether traveling by walking or riding, whether working or sleeping, whether under a roof and 
ceiling or under the canopy of the wide sky above, Jacob’s dream in the night and the Ebenezer – the rock 
marker he builds to commemorate the location (as illustrated in this window) – remind us that we – all of 
us – always belong to God who journeys with us in order to accompany and to change/ to transform and 
make us new – however long that takes – by God’s undeserved, unearnable love and grace which bless 
Jacob, and his brother Esau, and you, and me, and all others! The roadmap of each one’s journey is written 
in our memories and on our souls. We are engaged along each one’s journeys by conflicted feelings, 
conflicted relationships, conflicted consciences, and conflicted orientations. In his 2019 book, “Sailing True 
North: Ten Admirals and the Voyage of Character,” Admiral (Retired) James Stavridis explores the life-
journeys and gifts for leadership of ten different Admirals of different time-periods and nations. He 
concludes with these words: “This constant process of self-examination is at the heart of improving our 
character, which is indeed the work of a life-time for us all. None of us is perfect, but some are farther along 
in the voyage of knowing themselves fearlessly and honestly and working hard to improve. That is the 
voyage upon which I hope you are well and truly embarked, and I wish you Godspeed … all the days of your 
life” [p.287]. 

Godspeed. It’s a word from about 750 years ago, with roots in Middle English. It means, “May God 
prosper you,” not meaning, “May God make you rich monetarily;” not meaning, “May God always grant you 
to have the upper hand,” but rather, “May God be along your journey, among all conflicts, learnings, and 
transformations. May God guide and shape you from love, for love, serving among God’s people day-by-
day, near at hand or at a far distance.” Godspeed: May God prosper you from love, for love, in serving among 
God’s people.” – All honor and praise be to God.  
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“The Covenant with Moses 
and with the People of Israel” 

 
God spoke, saying, “I am the Lord your God, who 

brought you out of the land of Egypt, out of the 

house of bondage. You shall have no other gods 

before Me.” And God gave Moses the tablets of the 

testimony, tablets of stone, written with the finger of 

God. From these divine yet simple edicts of God the 

very core and substance of all law emanates. This 

window vividly portrays the covenant made with 

Moses and the people of Israel. At its center is Moses 

receiving the stone tablets on which the Ten 

Commandment s of God were inscribed. At his right 

is an eagle, recalling God’s statement to Moses that 

“… I bore you on eagles’ wings and brought you to 

myself.” Below are the twelve pillars representing 

the twelve tribes of Israel, and, in the window’s 

lower frame is the altar for the blood offering which 

seals God’s covenant with God’s people.  
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Majesty at the Summit / Brokenness at the Base-camp / Journeying Still 
Exodus 19:4,20; 20:1-3; 24:3-4, 12; 32:15-16,19; 34:1-2,4-5,8-10 July 26, 2020 
Ted V. Foote, Jr. First Presbyterian Church, Bryan, Texas 

There was majesty at the summit. There was brokenness at the base-camp. And the journey 
continues of God’s people influenced by God’s Spirit. At this moment, however, we don’t want to get ahead 
of ourselves. When I met the Smith Glass Company’s Ten Commandments window in 2007, I was 54 years 
old. For 13 years, I have noticed it at least weekly, but neither learned much from it nor had my life 
influenced by it. More recently, however, that has changed. Since David (several months ago) and Emily 
(more recently) suggested that a series of worship services from the Scriptural backgrounds of the 
windows, the Moses and Ten Commandments’ window has been both teaching me and influencing my life. 
Since 2007, I’ve thought this window portrayed Moses’ first time up the mountain in relation to the Ten 
Commandments. While preparing for our worship today, I no longer hold that opinion. Exodus indicates 
that Moses actually ascended the mountain at least three times related to the Ten Commandments. The 
first time, God communicated to him The Ten as by dictation (19:20; 20:1-3). At that point, Moses returned 
to base-camp down below, told the people, and then wrote down the dictation which he remembered – 
maybe upon papyrus, or the equivalent of today’s bonded paper. Moses then also built twelve pillars to 
represent the twelve ancestral tribes or communities of Israel (24:3-4), pictured in the faceted glass 
window. Then God called Moses to the mountain’s summit a second time to give him a gift of Ten 
Commandments inscribed or chiseled into two stone tablets, provided by God (24:12; 32:15-16). After 
experiencing the majesty of God reaching out at the summit of the mountain not once, but twice, when 
Moses was descending to the people’s base-camp, he discovered what the story indicates was out-of-
control behavior. In a fit of uncontrolled rage, Moses threw God’s gift to the ground, breaking the stone 
tablets and their divine chiseled words. After Moses’ regains his calm, God calls him back up the mountain 
a third time, but this time God tells him in advance, “You bring two tablets of stone yourself as the 
replacements! I’ll chisel again, but you bring your own tablets!” (34:1-2,4-5.8-10). And so Moses did. And 
so God did. So the Smith Glass Company’s 4th window from 1966 here pictures not Moses first or second 
trip to the summit of the mountain, but either his second or third trip to the summit of the mountain. 

The extended story from Exodus reminds us how God is relentless for freedom against Pharaoh or 
any empire, so that neither Pharaoh nor any empire can have the last word over the slavery of a people. 
We also are reminded how God is relentless in relation to a people who are determined to live without 
discipline and who are determined to live with careless abandon simply because they are too undisciplined 
to cultivate within themselves helpful measures of patience and steadfastness. From the summit, majestic 
God is relentless. Even at work among the people in their base-camp and on their journey beyond the base-
camp and away from the mountain, God is relentlessly present with them and for them, as uneasy a 
relationship as that can be. And surely it was uneasy! Have you ever had a disagreement or two or three so 
severe with someone close to you that either that person or you – or both of you – went a long time without 
speaking? Don’t you wonder if it wasn’t that way between God and Moses? between Moses and the people? 
and between God and the people during those times? and that it would be like that “down the road” in days 
to come? As the story goes, though, even when they – as my mother would say – “(even when they) are so 
put out with each other” and not speaking to one another, God goes with that stiff-necked people for the 
sake of the seeming “fools’ errand” God has committed to undertake with this covenant. A covenant, you 
know, is a “deal” pledged and a promise made to stay accountable/ to stay faithful/ to stay in relationship 
through thick and thin – through the people’s thick headedness – Oh, there’s plenty of “people thick-
headedness” for God to deal with – and there’s plenty of the people’s thin will, thin courage, and thin 
perseverance for God to deal with. As the story goes, though, God who is a primary character when Moses 
experiences majesty on the mountain, God who is a primary character when there is out-of-control 
behavior at the basecamp due to people being impulsive, impatient, and indulgent, God – best we 
understand – is certainly pushed to where God also experiences some “thin,” maybe “a lot of thin” – thin 
patience. 

Some of you have heard me say, “All the world’s peoples, if they knew me, should be glad that I’m 
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not God, because I’d have given up on the world a long time ago!” The good news for the world is that I am 
not God, and that God does not give up on the world ever – through our thick headedness, our thin will, 
thin courage, and thin perseverance. God does not give up on the world, or on you, or on me, or on anyone, 
but – instead – even beyond the summit, even beyond the base-camp, God continues the journey with 
people then and with people today. 

A few weeks ago, two Presbyterian elders with whom I served in Tulsa from 1994 until 2007 
suggested a book to me via email conversations, because the book had created an important stirring of 
their understanding of God, their perception of God, and their experience of God along the journey in life 
as God is portrayed through Judaism. It is enough for you to know of these two elders that they both have 
eyes that can dance with laughter. They both have experienced multiple challenges and heartbreak; and 
both have been led here and there down paths in their life-and-faith journeys which they did not plan and 
maybe would not “have ordered on Amazon to be delivered to them” if that were possible. One of the two 
is, by nature, long on patience and kindness. When all of her other qualities are washed away, empathy will 
still be remain. The other is, by nature, long on curmudgeonliness. She takes no “guff” from anyone unless 
they can demonstrate that there’s credibility in their feed-back or “push-back.” One still lives in Oklahoma. 
The other now lives in New Mexico. I guess they stay in contact, because each mentioned how the two of 
them have discussed, and how they each have found illuminating Sarah Hurwitz’s 2019 faith memoir, “Here 
All Along: Finding Meaning, Spirituality, and a Deeper Connection to Life – in Judaism (after Finally 
Choosing to Look There).” 

Ms. Hurwitz is today not yet forty years old. She is a graduate of both Harvard University and 
Harvard Law School. She was raised by her parents as mostly a “holiday only” celebrant of the Jewish 
religious tradition. As an adult, though, her life-and-faith journey veered to where, as her memoir indicates, 
she discovered a vitality in Judaism which she had earlier missed and overlooked. While engaged in her 
studies, she became aware of a story from the Talmud (which is a collection of interpretations 
complementary to the Hebrew Scriptures). In that Talmudic story, after Moses shatters the first set of stone 
tablets God carved, the people at the base-camp – who realized their out-of-control behavior – gathered up 
the pieces; and when Moses came back from his third meeting with God bearing the replacement stone 
tablets, the broken fragments of the first set were kept for posterity in the ark of the covenant with the 
replacement tablets (p.199), thus carrying on their subsequent journey that reminder of their own 
brokenness. Jesus was Jewish. He took the teachings of God through Moses and summarized them into two 
commandments: “You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, soul, mind, and strength, and your 
neighbor as yourself” (Deuteronomy 6:5; Leviticus 19:18b; Mark 12:29- 31). And Jesus – teaching and living 
that summarizing of The Ten – experienced brokenness on a cross. As curmudgeonly as I can be, I do not 
doubt what Sarah Hurwitz has discovered: How, in the mystery of God’s faithfulness, we grow to sense 
about self and to sense in life that God has communicated the strongest of covenants with God’s people. 
This fourth window and its ten sister windows remind us how it is part of God’s wisdom for our journey 
that we become wise about the brokenness in our own lives, because it’s always with us, as – thank God – 
God is with us as well, calling us every day and in every chapter of history – calling us – to practice both 
faithfulness and discovery, and to remember daily – if we cannot remember ten – the two which Jesus 
summarized. On the journey where faithfulness and discovery are valued, love from God for all of God’s 
people will grow. The majesty on the summit is important, but our lives are shaped by God’s being 
relentlessly, tenaciously faithful among us at the base-camp (where our brokenness is evident), and our 
lives are shaped by God’s being relentlessly and tenaciously faithful all along the road and roads beyond. – 
All honor and praise be to God. 
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“The Promise of a New Covenant 
Given to Jeremiah” 

 
Outside the walls of Jerusalem after defeat and 

devastation from Babylon’s armies, prophet 

Jeremiah stands and proclaims the new covenant 

soon to come from God. “Behold,” he cries, “the days 

are coming, says the Lord, when I will make a new 

covenant with the house of Israel and the house of 

Judah, not like the covenant which I made with their 

fathers when I took them by the hand to bring them 

out of the land of Egypt, my covenant which they 

broke ... I will put my law within them ...  they shall 

all know me, from the least of them to the greatest 

… for I will forgive their iniquity, and I will 

remember their sin no more.” He continues, “Behold, 

the days are coming, says the Lord, when the city 

shall be rebuilt for the Lord from the tower of 

Hananel to the Corner Gate.” This illustration of 

Jeremiah reflects the yet-to-be-realized promise of 

God which, over time, will be experienced in relation 

to Jesus Christ―in this Smith Studios window―who 

is portrayed as the essence of Jeremiah’s 

dream/vision. 
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God Writing a Covenant of Love for Transformed Life among God’s People 
Jeremiah 31:27-28, 31-34, 38-41 August 02, 2020 
Ted V. Foote, Jr. First Presbyterian Church, Bryan, Texas 

I’ve now looked at the “Jeremiah and New Covenant of God’s Love” window for 13 years. I have been 
acquainted with Jeremiah, chapter 31, verses 31 through 34 for decades, but because Jesus is not 
mentioned as being part of Jeremiah’s vision, I’ve wondered why the Smith Glass Studio artist for this 
window included Jesus in the vision as illustrated. Yes, I know that Jesus is understood by Christians 
generally to be the embodiment and fulfillment of God’s “new life covenant” 470 years after Jeremiah; but 
Jeremiah – according to the Bible verses we have – had no image of a person in his vision, much less the 
future person of Jesus. For 13 years of looking at this window, I’ve continually thought that the artist added 
more to the window than chapter 31 of Jeremiah indicates. I now realize, though, that – while Jesus is not 
mentioned in these verses – the artist has pushed me to a broader understanding which is truly helpful. 
Here’s what this window has led me to consider. 

In 1972, Major League Baseball mainstay Yogi Berra received two high honors: (1) The New York 
Yankees recognized his career contributions by “retiring” his jersey number; and (2) Mr. Berra was elected 
to the Baseball Hall of Fame. At the time his number was retired, the then Mayor of New York City, the 
Honorable John Lindsay, was awarding Yogi the “key to the City.” It was a hot, muggy day. Yogi was 
scheduled to offer some remarks after the presentation. Apparently, he either seemed relaxed, or Mary 
Lindsay was hoping to reassure him. The First Lady of New York City leaned over and said to him, “You 
sure seem cool about this.” Yogi replied, “You don’t look so hot yourself.” Of course, Mr. Berra meant 
literally that Mary Lindsay did not look hot because she in fact looked cool! It’s just that usually when that 
phrase is spoken, the speaker intends to convey “not looking so hot” means “looking sick” or “less than 
vibrant and full of energy.” For thirteen years, I’ve thought Jeremiah did not “look so hot himself” in this 
faceted glass window. Nor does he look “cool.” For that matter, neither does Jesus “look so hot” as the 
fulfillment of God’s “written-upon-the-heart- covenant.” To me, they both look serious and possibly real 
tired. 

Jeremiah was never known to be a comedian. He was serious; and he was tired. Jeremiah’s role as 
God’s prophet in Jerusalem of Judah included political aspects of citizenship. God had called him to speak 
again and again before the King and the Court-political-and-religious-officials to say that faithfulness to 
God is more than agreeing with a government policy – like rebelling against the Babylonians. The King in 
Jerusalem told Jeremiah to “shut up” and ordered him arrested. When the Babylonians indeed conquered 
the city and took the King into exile with other community leaders, the Babylonians placed Jeremiah under 
house arrest in wasted Jerusalem. Given this, we understand how, when receiving a vision of God’s 
unwavering promise, Jeremiah still looks exhausted. 

The vision indicates a time will evolve when the teaching from God is written upon the heart of 
God’s people, individually and community-wide. This does not mean that religious sentimentality and 
spiritualism will eclipse or over-ride other aspects of human identity. In the ancient Hebrew culture, the 
heart is the center of both feeling and thought, emotion and intellect. In this vision, the power of God’s care 
for people is promised – that this will become instinctual, intuitive, natural and learned in every 
relationship. God pledges to be at work, purposing growth within people and communities so that we 
people react, behave, relate, think, and respond with care and deep respect among one another. In a world 
full of varied and widespread troubles, Jeremiah proclaims how God’s care for people shall become 
normative. From God’s unending efforts, people will grow into life- being-made-new. According to God’s 
word, this life-transforming promise works through the ages. 

Please know: This is not transactional. It is transformational. What’s the difference? To return for a 
moment to Major League Baseball, the great pitcher of the early years of the twentieth century, Christy 
Mathewson (1880-1925), met and courted Jane Stoughton, who consented to marry him. The transaction/ 
the deal they made was that Christy Matheson would change from being a Baptist to become a 
Presbyterian, since Jane was a Presbyterian. Jane, then, would change from being a Democrat to being a 
Republican, since Christy was a Republican. That’s a transaction. If you will do this … then I will do that. 
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This covenant from God to Jeremiah to be communicated to God’s people in exile is what God says that God 
will be working on for however long it takes God, regardless of how slow and resistant to changing and 
evolving God’s people prove to be. God will create the change God intends. That’s not transactional. It’s 
transformational. It’s not doctrinal or political. It’s life-changing and relationship-altering. In fact, it may 
not be Christian to the exclusion of all others. 

Yes, Jesus is included in this vision, as some people 475 or 500 years after Jeremiah will come to 
know Jesus; but until Jesus, and through the life of Jesus, and beyond Jesus, God seems to declare that what 
is a reflection of God’s transformative power through Jeremiah’s prophetic vision and through Jesus’ 
influential life affects and transforms individuals and communities one person at a time, beyond doctrine 
and politics, beyond theology and ideology. Now, once your life or my life is in the process of being 
changed/ is in the process of being transformed, our political perspectives, our ideological perspectives, 
our ways of relating may well change; but the process is more complex than any single factor. Remember: 
for the Hebrews, the heart is the center of both emotion and intellect, of feeling and of processing thought. 
Here’s an example beyond baseball, and beyond Christianity exclusively. “Driving Miss Daisy,” written by 
Alfred Uhry, premiered on stage in 1986, and then on the movie screen in 1989. It’s the story of a 40 year 
old Caucasian, Jewish adult-son in Atlanta, who, in 1948, hires a 60 year old African-American man to be 
employed as the chauffeur and helper for his 72 year old Jewish widowed mother. She is not pleased with 
this proposition, but over the ensuing 25 years, she moves beyond defensive pride, worrisome fear, and 
racial prejudice, because Hoke Coleburn embodies faithfulness and patience with her; yet Hoke never backs 
down when Miss Daisy’s pride, fear, and prejudice raise up. In the final scene, when 85 year old Hoke is 
visiting 97 year old Miss Daisy in the assisted living center where she has come to reside, it’s Thanksgiving. 
At her table, the two visit. She asks: “How are you?” He replies, “Doin’ the bes’ I can.” She says, “Me too.” 
Hoke replies, “Well, thass all there is to it, then.” He notices she has not tasted her pumpkin pie. He gives 
her the fork. Her hand trembles. He says, “Lemme hep you wid this,” gently takes the fork, cuts her a small 
piece of pie, places it in her mouth, then a second piece. The lights go down as music softly plays. Don’t we 
realize that Miss Daisy’s transformation has been occurring across the past 25 years? And don’t we realize 
this is also God’s intention for us? You are Miss Daisy, and I am: Being changed across the years through 
God’s relentless transformational love. This covenant from God, which Jeremiah’s vision called a “new 
covenant,” is not transactional, but transformational. It associates with Jesus embodying God’s love, a love 
rejected by Empire and religious authorities. Jesus – like Jeremiah – is arrested and taken into custody: 
What Congressman John Lewis described as “called and getting into ‘good trouble.’” So, in the window, 
Jesus – portrayed as the essence of Jeremiah’s vision – is no more smiling than real-life exhausted Jeremiah. 
Yet, in the vision, Jesus’ hands are extended as open and inviting, and Jeremiah’s right hand points up to 
the Jesus of God’s future. Yet notice how, with his left hand, Jeremiah motions to people then and now, 
encouraging a continual moving forward in the love of God coming to life from God writing upon each 
person’s inner self and writing upon the heart of communities all around. Why? So God can turn us in the 
directions God desires, whatever our background or identified community. Whether we look or feel “rather 
cool” or “not so hot,” God is growing within us courage for needed change and for transformational respect 
by writing a covenant of love on the inside, for living with all others on the outside – all others who are 
God’s. – All honor and praise be to God. 
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“The New Covenant is Initiated” 
 

Outside the walls of Jerusalem after defeat and devastation from Babylon’s 

armies, prophet Jeremiah stands and proclaims the new covenant soon to come 

from God. “Behold,” he cries, “the days are coming, says the Lord, when I will 

make a new covenant with the house of Israel and the house of Judah, not like 

the covenant which I made with their fathers when I took them by the hand to 

bring them out of the land of Egypt, my covenant which they broke ... I will put 

my law within them ...  they shall all know me, from the least of them to the 

greatest … for I will forgive their iniquity, and I will remember their sin no 

more.” He continues, “Behold, the days are coming, says the Lord, when the city 

shall be rebuilt for the Lord from the tower of Hananel to the Corner Gate.” This 

illustration of Jeremiah reflects the yet-to-be-realized promise of God which, 

over time, will be experienced in relation to Jesus Christ―in this Smith Studios 

window―who is portrayed as the essence of Jeremiah’s dream/vision. 
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The Background Angel and the Difference God’s Love Makes in This World 
 Luke 2:8-20; Hebrews 13:1-3; First John 4:8-12 August 09, 2020 
 Ted V. Foote, Jr. First Presbyterian Church, Bryan, Texas 

“What has he (or she) left us?” It’s a question that might be asked when a group of heirs or potential 
beneficiaries are awaiting the reading of a will. “What has he (or she) left us?” Occasionally, though, it’s 
what is said upon discovering something exists which may be more valuable than you or I previously 
estimated or regarded. That’s how I now feel about the Christmas Window above the balcony over the east 
entrance to the sanctuary on 31st Street. Since I first saw that window in 2007, and before we began this 
series considering the eleven covenant-theme faceted-glass windows, my eyes have almost continually 
focused on the oversized angel. I say “oversized,” but, honestly, I’ve never actually seen an angel. Possibly 
most angels grow to eight feet tall and have a wingspan of fourteen feet. Then again, for all I know, perhaps 
they grow taller and have a still wider wingspan. (Maybe this eight-foot-tall angel is only a sixth grader!) 
I’m wondering now, however, if this one is not this size in proportion for a reason. What if angels, though, 
are not actually as real as human beings, or as real as fish, birds, or four- footed mammals, reptiles, and 
amphibians? What if angels are a literary creation to make a point? If so, this would mean angels are not 
scientifically or materially “real,” but, as a literary creation, are important. And this one portrayed as being 
eight feet tall with wingtips fourteen feet apart, behind Mary, Joseph, and baby Jesus, is undeniably 
prominent in this faceted-glass window’s illustration of Christmas. 

Angels are the literary creation of Bible story-tellers. They carry messages from God in the heavens 
to God’s people on earth below. What size are they? Since the Bible never describes the size of an angel 
which a story-teller is employing, the angel is the size the artist portrays. In this particular story and this 
particular window, let’s remember the only angels described in Luke, chapter 2, appear in the pastures 
outside of town to the shepherds where the shepherds were on duty. One appeared with an announcement 
about the birth of the child in Bethlehem, and that one is joined by a chorus of angels out there among the 
grass and rocks. The chorus reinforces and emphasizes the glory-due-to-God for all which the baby 
represents! “So, get going, shepherds,” the message from God through the angels is, “This is life-changing 
and world changing! Get going!” 

Yet, in Luke chapter 2, there is no angel at the stable-crib-room – no angel that can be seen. And this 
is worth remembering as we consider the artistic creation of the Smith Glass Studio of Fort Worth, brought 
here and installed in 1966. The Bible story from Luke chapter 2 tells of no angel visible or speaking at the 
Bethlehem stable labor-delivery-and-nursery-space. Isn’t this, then, exactly the point of this particular 
artistic portrayal? Isn’t it likely the theological conviction arresting our attention? 

I never knew Mr. Gordon William Smith, who was the artistic supervisor and co-owner with his 
brother of Smith Glass Studio where this and the other ten of these windows were produced. I never knew 
any of the adults who served as the Building Committee of First Presbyterian Church during 1963, 1964, 
1965, and 1966. I know less than five of the junior high youth at that time who were asked to participate 
in the planning and theme development of these windows; and I knew none of the employees of Smith 
Studio who might have participated in the actual artistic design details of these windows. Here’s what 
undoubtedly can be affirmed: No matter what child, youth, or in-studio design artist came up with the idea 
of portraying an angel eight feet-tall with a fourteen foot wingspan present behind Mary, Joseph, and that 
baby in a manger with a shepherd at each side, since the Bible story mentions no such creature being there, 
that background creature is there for a reason, because Gordon W. Smith convinced the Building 
Committee or the Building Committee convinced Gordon W. Smith that this portrayal was and is legitimate 
to faith in the world, and was and is important as a conviction of God’s people! 

I don’t know about Mr. Gordon W. Smith’s faith journey in its specifics. I know his memorial service 
was conducted in 2010 from First United Methodist Church in Fort Worth. I also know that his avocation/ 
his passion beyond his professional craft and business was with Native American art and the story of the 
people who originated that art. Between the time when he was five years old and his parents took him to 
Glacier National Park and the adjoining Blackfoot tribal reservation in 1925, until his dying days 84 years 
later, he was fascinated with that community of God’s people, their gifts, and their challenges and suffering. 
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He once told an interviewer, “My dad was born in Parker County in the 1890s. My grandparents were North 
Texas pioneers. I never heard them, or their friends say a kind word about the Plains Indians; and I don’t 
imagine the Southern Plains Indians had a kind word to say about the pioneers either. Yet from my earliest 
memories, I always wanted to be a Plains Indian. My parents, who were very considerate people, 
encouraged me in that. My dad was sympathetic and understanding.” 

The Native Americans, of course, were originally the “the locals” on this continent, who by pressure 
from the new arrivals were pushed over and pushed out and finally were pushed onto land called 
reservations. Across his years, interrupted only by World War II, Gordon Smith cultivated friendships 
among Native Americans. He came to understand their gifts, their art, their stories of struggles. What does 
that have to do with this over-sized/ figment-of-your-imagination angel in a faceted glass window? The 
Letter to the Hebrews of the New Testament, chapter 13, begins with these words: “Let God’s neighborly 
love continue. Do not neglect to show hospitality to strangers, for in such encounters many have 
encountered angels and not been aware. Remember those who are in prison, as though (you are) in prison 
with them; and those who are ill-treated, since you also will experience struggles.” Do not neglect to show 
hospitality to strangers, for in such encounters many have encountered angels and not been aware. I’m 
suspecting that Gordon Smith believed that, and wanted to convey such a message, both through artifacts 
he collected and life-relationships he developed. 

The First Presbyterian Building Committee may or may not have known about Gordon Smith’s 
avocation and cultivated interest in Native Americans, their historical struggles, their art. Yet they hired 
him for these windows, because of the person he was and the talent he brought to this project. So we ask, 
“What, then, did Gordon Smith and that FPC Building Committee leave us?” 

In 1977, Archie Jordan wrote a song which launched the career of a young Christian vocalist named 
Amy Grant (which is a bit different, in context, from the implied romantic Country music version sung by 
Ronnie Milsap): “What a Difference You Make in My Life” … “Love to me was just a word in a song that had 
been way overused. But you gave love a meaning, so I joined in the singing. That’s why I want to spread the 
news. What a difference you’ve made in my life.” It’s an easy tune to sing and wonderful lyrics, but it would 
be a mistake, Amy Grant would tell us, to think that love is easy from God either in your life or in anyone 
else’s life in this world in any time or place. As romanticized as Christmas and faith are characterized as 
being, this window shows how a stable is not romantic, but the best of a few hard options on a dark night 
for a woman in labor and her partner. A livestock stall: the best of a few hard options, where a baby 
embodying the love of the universe is born, recognized by only a very few shepherd-ranch-hands at the 
time. Poet James Russell Lowell would describe in 1845, how this baby became a man and his life was taken 
from him upon the scaffold which was a cross prescribed by authorities of Empire and religion; yet the 
baby grown to be an adult who is crucified on “that cross/ that scaffold (wrote Mr. Lowell) sways the future, 
and behind . . . standeth God within the shadow, keeping watch above God’s own.” 

Friends, the story portrayed through this window by an architectural artist from Fort Worth and 
authorized by a Church Building Committee in Bryan fifty-four or fifty-five years ago is a story alive before 
them and after them of God who both becomes involved personally in the time of the Roman Empire as 
much as in the time of any other empire, and of God, who “from the shadow, keeps watch both above and 
behind God’s own.” So much more than an oversized angel is the reality into which Gordon Smith and a 
Bryan church building committee have hoped you and I and others will grow: It’s a reality of life-journeys 
which will make a supreme difference to each and every other one because we will recognize and partner 
with all others of God’s people in the hard journeys we all share, as God stands within the shadow and 
keeps watch above and behind God’s own.” – All honor and praise be to God. 
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“The New Covenant is Consecrated” 
 

“But among you stands one whom you do not know, 

even He who comes after me, the thong of whose 

sandal I am not worthy to untie . . . He on whom you 

see the Spirit descend and remain, this is He who 

baptizes with the Holy Spirit.” These words of John 

the Baptist are portrayed in dazzling color as the 

Holy Spirit descends in the form of a dove upon 

Christ at this moment before the beginning of His 

ministry. John is baptizing Christ with water from a 

scallop shell, which is traditionally associated with 

this event. The bulrushes represent the multitude of 

the faithful led to Christ through baptism. 
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Scallop Shell Moments 
 Luke 3:15-17, 21-22 August 16, 2020 
 Rev. Emily K. Béghin First Presbyterian Church, Bryan, Texas 

Last year, in January, I visited the Jordan River in Israel with a friend of mine. A new section of the 
river had opened for visitation only a week or so prior. On our way to the river site, we drove through the 
desert with fences lining both sides of the road, identical on each side and appearing to be government 
issued. It was explained to me that this dirt road we were on had been very recently cleared of bombs left 
over from the six-day war of 1967. The signs on the fences stated that no one could enter the area beyond 
them. It was a stark reminder of the violence and darkness of the world we find ourselves in though we 
look to the hope of Christ in the waters ahead of us. 

As we approached the river, we could hear singing. A Korean group and an African group were each 
singing in their own languages. The African group was playing in the waters, splashing and smiling with 
unbridled bliss. I placed my hand into the waters. The river was cold to the touch. I sat there for a time 
enjoying the groups frolicking in the waters near me. This seemed to be a place where we were not anything 
other than children of God. It was beautiful, like a place set aside from the world, a bubble universe. I guess 
that is what holy ground feels like. 

Across the river I saw soldiers with heavy gear and guns in hand. I asked my friend who they were. 
He told me they were the army of Jordan and we were at the border. I asked him what would happen if I 
swam across. He told me they probably wouldn’t waste their bullets on me, but I’d get a good escort back 
over to Israel. We chuckled a little, and he went on to tell me that the structure they were guarding was 
actually a Christian church. In 24 hours’ time, the reformed church in Jerusalem and the church across the 
river would line the banks of the water and sing hymns together for the first time in history. Jordanians 
and Israelites would lift their voices in praise of Jesus Christ together and unite in their love of God around 
this spot where 2000 years earlier Christ and John the Baptist may have stood in prayer, blessing, and 
praise together. 

There is something about Israel and Jordan that reminds you of how alive you are, how mortal we 
all are, and how love is a choice and a calling we are compelled to follow. Making our way past minefields 
to a place of great joy that exists in the presence of armed military men, and to hear singing in so many 
languages… It was surreal and beautiful. 

Life is a dark and perilous journey, but there is a place of light within it. There is a place where 
brother and sister meet across borders and manmade barriers. 

There is a hope in all of us that yearns for our messiah and rallies around His love and light. 
Jesus was no stranger to the darkness of the journey as Pastor Ted reminded us in the birth 

narrative last week. Born while being hunted, raised a refugee in Egypt, working in his father’s shop 
through poverty, and learning the faith, and now his feet lead him here to this moment to be baptized as 
was Jewish custom. The people were hopeful that a leader would emerge, a living hope would lead them 
into the light beyond the minefield of life. They gathered, filled with expectation. Who could unite them in 
God’s ways? 

We do that for church, don’t we? We gather, filled with expectation or anticipation of our savior to 
come and show us the way. Do we not wait for Him now? 

Each week that we journey through this life we know there are minefields around us, but we do not 
know where those bombs lie in the twists and turns of the paths we make, and so we come and we seek 
something to hold onto; a greater hope… a shepherd of God. 

Jesus too, came to this river, drawn in by the living water and the customs of his people. John washes 
the waters over Jesus and Jesus prays. He prays to God and the Holy Spirit comes down upon him. In Luke’s 
telling, it is only after prayer that God speaks to Jesus, and God speaks only to Jesus. 

As I gazed upon the window a few weeks ago, one symbol was prominent to me. This thing belongs, 
but also doesn’t belong. This symbol was conceptualized by humankind, but given to us in God, and it stands 
oddly out of time and place, yet as a solid symbol of baptism, and that would be the scallop shell found in 
John’s left hand. 
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In the scripture no scallop is mentioned. Truthfully, they are not found where Jesus was baptized, 
so why do we see it here? 

The scallop shell was first given to us as a symbol of penance and pilgrimage in the middle ages. 
Today we recognize it as a symbol of the Camino de Santiago pilgrimage in Spain. The scallop shells are 
found along the shores of northern Spain; an area called Galicia, where this well-known pilgrimage to the 
tomb of St. John exists. 

Every year millions of travelers beginning at various points in Europe make the pilgrimage every 
summer. In the middle ages, this pilgrimage was made as a penance for sin and those who were tasked to 
walk it had to bring back a local souvenir for proof of completion. The shells became very popular for this 
purpose. Not only were they great tools for drinking water and eating food with, but they were light and 
found along the journey in abundance. 

Over time the shell became a symbol of pilgrimage, a religious journey towards heaven or God as 
cited in Hebrews chapter 11 verse 13 which reads, “We are pilgrims and strangers on earth.” 

In a way we are all on a pilgrimage as we journey through this life to make it to God. Those who I 
know that have had the privilege to walk the Camino pilgrimage have all come back changed. They speak 
of how transformative the experience is. A pilgrimage is not just a hike from point A to point B. It is a 
spiritual and religious experience. The Catholic Church in their Catechism numbered 2691 beautifully 
states, “Pilgrimages evoke our earthly journey toward heaven and are traditionally very special occasions 
for renewal in prayer. For pilgrims seeking living water, shrines are special places for living forms of 
Christian prayer.” The journey must be accompanied with prayer, and devotion, and is naturally filled with 
much time for personal reflection and self-growth. And along the pilgrimage we meet others who walk 
alongside us for a time; paesanos-- friends in the spirit who come and go. 

If you journey the Camino de Santiago today, you will be guided by scallop shell markers, now the 
symbol of pilgrimage. Often travelers will also receive a shell at the beginning of their journey to hold or 
pin onto their clothing. 

So, why is it here in this baptism window? Many scholars believe that it was at Jesus’ baptism that 
he realized the fullness of the nature of his calling as the Son of God. In Luke’s passage it is important to 
note that the holy spirit coming down was not a public show of grandeur, but a private moment upon which 
Jesus was praying after being baptized by John. This is a day marked as the official beginning of Jesus’ 
ministry and mission. Like a commissioning or an affirmation of the call, an ordaining of sorts, this day 
marks the beginning of Jesus’ journey as the Christ. 

In two weeks, we will see the symbol of Jesus’ completion of his earthly pilgrimage in the flag of Galicia, 
the flag found along the path of the famous pilgrimage, the Camino de Santiago in Spain, but today we 
celebrate Jesus’ first steps as a new man in this divine calling to lead God’s people in the ways of the light. 

We come today filled with expectation. In times of darkness, a pandemic, an election, an economic 
storm, isolation, grief, separation from loved ones, and so much more, we, like the generations before us, 
come together with expectation. We wait for the messiah to take our hands and lead us home into the place 
of joy, peace, song, and light away from the minefields along our pilgrim life journeys. 

Jesus was created, called, baptized, and blessed to show us the path of goodness in God. In his 
humanity he knew the darkness, and in his holiness, he knew the ways of light. As we make our way on our 
pilgrim journey, we must also examine the moments in which that journey must have begun. When did 
your path to God on this earth truly reveal itself to you? Was it Christ who let you know that you too are 
beloved? 

We live in times that make our bones shake and our heads spin. Each breath we take is no longer 
taken for granted, and joy is not so easily passed by. We seek unity in a better way of life with peace 
between peoples and beauty restored in our eyes. As the faithful, we seek someone to take us by the hand 
and lead us home to that place. 

And truly, I tell you, the path to God, the pilgrimage of righteousness, is not found in the promises 
of any earthly man, but in the signs of God through the holy spirit who guides us step by step through the 
minefields of this crazy life. There is only one Christ, only one messiah and only in His way will we discover 
God’s truth, grace, light, and radical love. 
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As I went down to the Jordan river to pray, never did I see such glory in so many shades of faith. We 
walk this earth as pilgrims and the path before us is unknown. The warning signs and hidden mines serve 
not to guide us when darkness covers their nature. 

We need God. We need to remember God. God is the one who can take us home and God lives in 
Christ and only in Christ, Jesus whose pilgrimage on earth paves the way for our footsteps to follow. 

It would be nice if the ways of God were marked with scallop shells, as the Camino de Santiago, but 
we’ll have to make do with the markers of living prayer that we discover along the way. It was in prayer 
that Jesus heard the affirmation of God’s calling on his life. It is in prayer where we too may listen and know 
the things God has in store for us. It is with eyes that see through faith that we will finally see the way 
forward together as one people not bound by any nation or separated by any walls. It is in Christ, in God, 
in the living waters that we will know love for all of God’s own in every color, every gender, every make 
and model of God’s kingdom. 

Pray, pray and remember your baptism; the scallop shell moment of your journey on this earth, that 
your pilgrimage may continue in the path of light that Jesus has marked for you. That is where the holy 
spirit is found, where the word of God is made clear… in devotion, prayer, and openness of heart filled with 
anticipation of God in our midst. 

Pilgrim people, there is a way forward and I do not know the intricacies of its direction, but let us 
use all we have and all that we are to prayerfully find it, that we too may come together in a place of joy, 
unity, and love among the minefields and the pitfalls of this pilgrim way we follow. The leader we need and 
have always needed is the one and only Jesus Christ, Son of God, Son of Man, Baptized, called, crucified and 
risen for you and for me that we too may know the way of light. Come with expectation and anticipation 
and let us praise God that there is a way forward in times such as these, a way of grace and unifying love 
for all. Amen. 
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“The New Covenant is Purchased” 
 

This window’s symbolism underscores the verity of 

the new covenant given by God through the sacrifice 

of his Son upon the Cross. His crucifixion; man’s 

gross indifference, duplicity and greed; and the 

disavowal of His disciples are eloquently portrayed. 

And yet the eyes of the beholder rise from the Judas 

figure weighing the money bag to the panorama 

revealing the impact of Christ’s suffering. One is 

humbled with intense emotion as he sees Christ 

taking the cup and bread as a symbol of His broken 

body. 

  

Behind this central theme one also notes the tragedy 

of our Lord carrying the cross to Golgotha. At the 

crest of the window are two crosses flanking an 

empty space bathed in red light, representing how 

Jesus’ death upon the middle cross—unseen due to 

the artist’s burst of red—has a cosmic effect for life 

and salvation. In the words of John 3:16, “God so 

loved the world that He gave His only Son, that 

whosoever believes in Him should not perish but 

have eternal life.” 
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Integrity Broken and Redeemed 
 Matthew 26:14-16, 20-25 August 23, 2020 
 Ted V. Foote, Jr. First Presbyterian Church, Bryan, Texas 

In First Presbyterian Church of Bryan’s first faceted glass Covenant window, the “Creation 
window,” the first two human beings gaze toward the extended benevolent and generous “hand of God.” In 
their story, they will soon enough violate or betray the integrity at the heart of God’s relationship with 
them; yet, for the moment, they gaze at God with awe. In the eighth “Covenant window,” one of Jesus’ 
disciples, Judas Iscariot, has his back to Jesus in the room where Jesus hosts his close followers at the 
Passover meal. The window’s artistic portrayal shows Judas turned away from Jesus and staring at the bag 
of silver, facing in the direction of the congregation in the sanctuary. According to window #1, Adam and 
Eve will soon enough betray the integrity at the heart of God’s relationship with them. According to window 
#8, Judas Iscariot already has. Look how, facing in our direction, he holds in his lap the bag containing the 
“blood money”/ the “finder’s fee” for pointing out Jesus to the arresting officers in a matter of a few hours. 
It’s as if, in Matthew’s telling of the story, all the other disciples at least faced Jesus as they peppered him 
with the question about who is Jesus’ betrayer: “Surely not I, Lord?” asked by eleven voices. And when Jesus 
declines to give a direct answer, but only refers to the betrayer as “the one who has dipped his hand into 
the bowl with me,” Judas – in the faceted-glass window looking toward worshipers in the sanctuary – asks, 
with the same words, tossing the question over his left shoulder to Jesus who is at the center of the 

table, “Surely not I?” – to which Jesus replies, “You have said so.” 
Judas knows something which the other disciples have yet to learn: He is the “for fee” betrayer in 

the hours of that evening. The other eleven have yet to realize they may not betray Jesus related to his 
arrest which has yet to occur. In the story and in the faceted glass window, Judas does that. The eleven may 
not betray Jesus for fee paid by those who arrest him; but they are part of the world’s betrayal. The integrity 
of God’s covenant relationship with them is broken, and they will not have to receive a fee of silver coins 
from the Roman authorities to realize that brokenness. Their recognition is understandably slower than 
Judas’ understanding, holding the bag of coins over his lap. 

Bernard Slade’s 1978 stage-play, “Tribute,” was adapted into a movie in 1980. The lead character is 
a comedic actor named Scottie Templeton. Scottie is dying of cancer. In many ways, he has used comedy 
and sarcasm as vehicles to distance himself from vulnerable relationships with others. At a reunion roast 
in his honor, he explains this, telling friends and family who have gathered about an aunt of his: “She 
sometimes said she was a poached egg. She would lay a brown mat on the floor and say it was her toast. So 
when she sat on her toast, she expected folks not to step too close.” We all need some “space” and some 
“private time,” some more, some less; but we all need “space” and “private time.” Scottie was telling friends 
and family that night how his eccentric aunt was clear about her thinking she was an egg on toast and don’t 
step too close to her. Scottie was more subtle. He did not desire even friends and family in his vulnerable 
space, but he did not tell them directly or play it out with a brown mat. He used conversation, or comedy, 
or silence, or fussiness. 

Judas sits on the bench at the Passover Supper with his fellow disciples and with Jesus, as if he is 
sitting on Scottie’s aunt’s brown mat. Judas knows he has broken the integrity of his relationship with Jesus 
and God by selling out, in order that the authorities can have a positive identification signal with they arrive 
later to arrest Jesus. Yet what about the eleven? Don’t you and I tend to identify with them? – with the 
eleven? I mean—really—how many of us identify with Judas? We haven’t sold our willingness to identify 
Jesus at 10:30 p.m. in Gethsemane Park for 30 pieces of silver. We haven’t. That was Judas’ doing. 

Yet it was only in the previous chapter of Matthew’s Gospel account (25:31-46) that Jesus is 
indicated as having told a parable about those who consider themselves as followers of Jesus and yet 
decline to see Jesus in the lives of people who are living in poverty, with illness, and in prison; and from 
that parable-story, Jesus interprets that anyone who fails to see Jesus himself amid every person living in 
poverty, with illness, and in prison, is a person who has broken integrity with God, having rationalized 
away that Jesus could be present in every person suffering life’s struggles. Haven’t we all failed God in 
Jesus? Haven’t we all failed to see Jesus in the lives of those who desperately struggle? We have all failed in 
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this way. With no bag of coins over our lap, still we have said with the eleven, “Surely not I?” Just as Judas 
said, almost with a hollow echo as he felt the weight of the bag of 30 silver coins in his arms: “Surely not I?” 
Yet Judas stares down blankly facing where we sit as the congregation. He cannot look Jesus in the face, but 
from this window, Judas is facing us. 

We see that Judas’ look is a blank stare, but doesn’t the artist likely intend for you and for me – 
staring at guilty Judas – to consider and to sense our own breaking of integrity in the relationship of God 
among us, now in Jesus? Have we always gotten it right in relation to Jesus’ life and teachings, realizing that 
– in Jesus – God is guiding us? Of course, we have not always gotten it right and been living as if Jesus is 
God’s guide and embodiment of love among us. But Judas’ blank stare knowing of his particular guilt with 
the silver in bag he holds for the identifying kiss he will place on Jesus’ face in two hours – Judas’ blank 
stare is also a knowing stare: knowing that the other eleven disciples in that upper room – and disciples 
down the ages, including you and me – all break the integrity God establishes in relation to God’s people. 
We all do. 

And how is that broken integrity redeemed? As God in Jesus shoulders the burden in love of all that 
the world has ignored, forgotten, and betrayed – shoulders the burden in love and walks the ascending trail 
bearing the cross-tie of the instrument on which he/Jesus will be executed. Judas with us at the lowest level 
of the window. Jesus ascending the path toward the site of his execution bearing the cross-tie. What began 
in window #1 at Creation with a blessing of integrity is characterized as both betrayed and redeemed in 
the #8 picture window, from bottom to top. Realizing how Judas received silver for his betrayal of Jesus, 
happening in 2 hours, we here at the base of the window realize how we too are guilty of betraying the 
integrity of God’s covenant with us from Creation. We too are guilty of being clueless how Jesus is always 
among us in the suffering of God’s people, since Jesus says that’s always a possibility and a reality. 

The sooner I realize that I may be guilty in a different way from Judas’ guilt, but that I am guilty with 
Judas and with the other eleven nonetheless – guilty of betraying the integrity that God establishes and 
desires – then the sooner I will be changed through the redeeming of love which Jesus shoulders for all the 
world. 

Look high in the window. Two ordinary crosses for two ordinary convicts – or for ordinary you and 
me – and in the middle, where Jesus’ cross has been – a bright flash of red. There is the death of Love which 
is the sad step toward the integrity of Love’s redemption with cosmic and personal consequences: for you, 
for me, for all. Down low Judas staring in our direction tells us almost all we need to know, except for the 
scene on the hill at the top, whereupon the bright flash of red in the place Jesus’ cross was set indicates 
God’s integrity broken by us – at incalculable cost. God’s integrity broken by us is redeemed, for all the 
human community. So, let us all take up our little brown mats. Not one of us is a poached egg on a piece of 
toast. When we recognize the extent of God being willing to redeem the integrity of Love, we’ll be 
recognizing Jesus anew, amid all the people of the world, both those who at a moment may be less 
vulnerable in life’s situations and those who are situationally most vulnerable: the so-called “least” of Jesus’ 
sisters and brothers, who are each our sisters and brothers also! God help us to go and live like Jesus was 
telling and living God’s truth – because we become convinced God loves the world exactly that much. – All 
honor and praise be to God. 
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“The New Covenant in 
Its Moment of Victory” 

 
This window projects a fleeting impression that 

Christ’s figure has been halted as He steps in 

majesty from the darkness of the open tomb. In His 

hand is the staff from which flares the banner of 

His victory over death, with the victory of God’s 

love in Jesus also symbolized over the Empire by 

the unconscious Roman soldier at the lower level of 

the window. Attention is also drawn from the 

central figure to a glimmer of colors strewn 

against the brilliance of sunrise. Here the artist has 

turned to the ancient symbolism of the butterfly—

seventeen (17) in different colors—to project the 

significance of this montage. As in the 

metamorphosis of caterpillar to cocoon to exquisite 

butterfly, so was Christ’s triumphant resurrection 

depicted by the Christian of old. 
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God’s Truth: A Sword or a Flashlight? 
 Luke 24:44-53 August 30, 2020  
 Rev. Emily K. Béghin First Presbyterian Church, Bryan, Texas 

His victory brings grace, love, and forgiveness. He is bigger than any governing power, than any 
man, and over any spiritual creature. He has fulfilled his mission to liberate and to redeem. 

In his left hand he holds the flag of the medieval kingdom of Asturias; the white flag lined with a 
scarlet cross that lines the northern border of Spain where the Camino de Santiago is tread. You may recall 
two weeks ago we discussed the scallop shell in John’s left hand in the baptismal window, the symbol of 
the beginning of this great pilgrimage.  

A pilgrimage is the symbol of life on earth, our spiritual journey to connection, oneness, with God. 
Many scholars call this moment, the resurrection and ascension, the atonement, or at-one-ment when we 
have been reconciled or rather connect once again with our creator.  

Jesus holds this flag because his earthly journey has been completed just as one may complete the 
Camino, but the flag also serves to remind us that we are still on this journey. Jesus, with his charge to the 
disciples is about to hand that flag to us that we might take it up and allow ourselves to be transformed on 
the journey ahead. 

In our passage, Jesus points back to the law of Moses and shows us that the scriptures have been 
fulfilled, but the disciples need to understand the scriptures, even these who have been with Jesus and 
learned from him each day, even they need more to comprehend the truth.  

This need to understand brings us into the present. He tells them they must wait, pray, and hope 
because the spirit will fall upon them to make them to see the gospel’s truth. Only then may they go out to 
all people of all nations of every kind and witness to the truth in the future.  

This is Jesus’ charge to all believers and it is not kind, beautiful, or gentle. This text should come 
with a warning because if we do as Jesus has asked of his disciples and called upon us as well, we will face 
our worst enemies… ourselves.  

To pray to understand requires an openness that most of us have never known. We must see our 
true faces in the mirror of our souls and that frightens us because what is within us can be frightening.  

The door to our hearts cannot be opened if we do not encounter the biases, guilt, greed, and sin 
within ourselves. We have barricaded our hearts with the things that would serve us… We’ve made other 
gods of our preferences in self-preservation… 

It should frighten us… How easily we falter in our attentions. How easily we would listen to another 
voice before that of the spirit. And how easily we would call our own voices that of the spirit… Idolatry… 
blasphemy… 

The sad thing is, that if that does not upset us, it means we are only conditioned to be used to such 
behavior. We see it every day now on the news, in social media, and we hear it from our friends. We dare 
to label our own wills as God’s. 

God’s will is clearly stated here in this scripture. Redemption, forgiveness, reconciliation all given 
in love. “Thus it is written, that the Messiah[a] is to suffer and to rise from the dead on the third day, 47 and 
that repentance and forgiveness of sins is to be proclaimed in his name to all nations, beginning from 
Jerusalem.”  

The term “forgiveness,” aphesin in the ancient Greek. is literally a term for liberation from debt, 
captivity, and systemic oppression. In Jesus’ time, debt directly led one to enslavement, which for much of 
the population was a very real and constant anxiety. Today, most of the population lives within that anxiety 
with new labels slapped onto the word enslavement.  

Verse 47 calls attention to the issues both spiritual and of this world and it changes the way in which 
we receive this scripture. Systemic oppression was very real under the roman empire for God’s people. It 
takes vulnerability of ourselves to see just how ugly and veiled systemic oppression is within our own time 
as well.  

After all, Christianity was not meant to be kept in a box for the day we venture to Heaven’s doorstep. 
Christ is alive and we are called to live into this charge of witnessing to God’s truth here and now. 

Like I said, this charge Jesus gives needs a warning label because we must be open to being made 
entirely new in Christ if we are to know the truth of God’s will.  

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Luke%2024%3A44-53&version=NRSV#fen-NRSV-26028a
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In verse 48, we are directly called to be witnesses that Jesus’ sacrifice calls for good news to those 
in need of forgiveness or aphesin liberation. Jesus charges us to be changed that we may go into the world 
and upset the things that would serve to oppress, enslave, or hold down our brothers and sisters of all 
nations.  

Luke’s message to us today highlights a Christ who is pointing his faithful to the beginnings of the 
work to be done on this earth, but there is a process and an order to sharing the good news.  

First, they must wait, pray, and listen so that they may receive the Holy Spirit who will open their 
minds to properly understand the scriptures. Jesus has fulfilled the prophesies of making the way for 
forgiveness and redemption, but these things must be known through holy wisdom in order to be shared 
with all peoples of all nations. 

To witness to the gospel in absence of the Spirit is to bear the mouth of a fool. It is as you have heard 
it… best to keep one’s mouth closed than to open it and remove all doubt. So do as Jesus has said. Pray, 
listen, discern. Only then can your mouth bear the power of God’s truth. 

The power structures have been upset; the last shall be first and the first shall be last… Jesus came 
that all peoples may be made new again through forgiveness and grace… and the disciples were being called 
upon to understand that the gospel speaks not only for the thereafter, but for the very real here and now.  

The charge Jesus gives, therefore, holds weight that requires all of us to work together in love and 
with grace to be transformed by the Holy Spirit that we can recognize and work to overcome that which 
would serve to harm. After all, do we really wish to be a source of harm to another?  

Do the things we have adopted in our lives cause us to harm others whether spiritually or in society?  
Our hearts must be open only for God above all else so that we might correctly comprehend the 

Word of God and God’s will. So let me dare to ask, Is the Bible a sword or flashlight in the dark? How do you 
use the Word of God? Or do you let the Word of God use you? 

Jesus has had victory. He stands not as a member of the roman empire or as a member of a political 
party, but on his own; victorious and calling us to be moved, molded, and born anew in this gospel news.  

In our window, Jesus stands above the symbol of systemic oppression and government influence 
seen in the soldier. Jesus stands also with his foot on the symbol of death. 

Look at him. Christ is our king above all, God is love, and the Holy Spirit will guide us in the righteous 
path, but only if we dare to shed the skins of our own egos. 

To come before God and fall upon your knees, to open yourself to seeing the ugly places within you 
and the beautiful places that will grow…. That is what Jesus asks of us right now. That is liberation. And 
once we understand, we will be compelled to go out to all peoples of all nations.  

All colors, shapes, and sizes… they are all God’s children. Just as in the window… all these butterflies 
are different colors and sizes, but they are all beautifully made for their journey. 

We are called to rise with Christ above the limitations and ways of this world and to be transformed 
as butterflies to spread the truth, God’s truth of radical, transcending love, above all else.  

 So, when we read the Bible, how do we know it is the Holy Spirit who is with us? How do we 
recognize God’s will versus our own will? We must examine whether we are letting God’s story and words 
for us transform us or if we are interposing our own story onto God’s words to transform their meaning. 

Is the Bible a sword or flashlight in the dark? How do you use the Word of God? Or do you let the 
Word of God use you? How do we witness to God’s love and care for all peoples in the world? How do we 
uphold grace and forgiveness given to us by Christ? How do we allow metamorphosis that we can become 
something new in Christ? What does it mean to be of Christ in 2020? 

It is these questions in which we find ourselves today. It is these questions that Luke’s Jesus 
challenges us with, but we know how to begin… wait, pray, listen and discern.  

Let us be a people of prayer and discernment, a people of our King in Christ, a people ready to 
transform in the Spirit to know the true love and liberation of God. And friends, may we witness and move 
in this world as liberators through the truth of Christ’s transcending love. 

We are the church and with open hearts, we are the true church, all of us vulnerable believers in the 
victorious Christ, King above all kings, Lord above and beyond all. Let us praise him that we are saved and 
loved, compelled to witness in truth to his unfaltering grace. Amen. 
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“The New Covenant is 
Empowered by the Gift 

of the Holy Spirit” 
 

In the seventh week after Christ’s ascension into 

Heaven, in the time of Pentecost, the Holy Spirit of 

God in awesome might descended with the sound of 

the rushing wind upon the disciples and a tongue of 

fire touched each of them. It was in this moment 

the Church found its meaning, realized its great 

power, and learned of its mission. 

 

The swirl of stained glass at the top of the window 

represents the rushing wind while the red tongues 

of fire are found throughout the scene. Each 

disciple is depicted here as tradition has described 

him. Beginning at the top right and in descending 

order, the disciples are Matthew, James the Less, 

Jude, Matthias, Andrew, Thomas, Simon Zelotes, 

Philip, John, Bartholomew, James the Greater, and 

Peter. 
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The Pentecost Miracle: by Way of Care-full 
Listening and Evolving Understanding 

Acts 2:1-13 September 06, 2020 
Ted V. Foote, Jr. First Presbyterian Church, Bryan, Texas 

The tenth covenant-themed faceted glass window in the First Presbyterian sanctuary illustrates the 
experience of Pentecost from the book of the Acts of the Apostles, chapter 2. If we take the reading from 
verses two and three, we sense the artist’s portrayal, from top to bottom. “Suddenly from heaven there 
came a sound like the rush of a mighty wind, and it filled the entire house where disciples were sitting. 
Observed distributed among them were tongues, as of fire, lowered upon each of them.” They were there 
in that room. Each of them with their respective and unique life stories, genetics, and experiences. Each 
one of them in a different posture while praying. Not one the same as the other in many aspects of life. No 
different from you and me. 

The faceted-glass artist, Gordon Smith, presents God’s wind from heaven, in the top part of the 
window, as if it is a “blue-norther” seen a few miles to the northwest in October somewhere on the Great 
Plains of the North American hemisphere. The sound of the wind is heard in the room where Jesus’ disciples 
were praying. Then we are told that some indication of the blessing of God’s Spirit was observed, like a 
flame or tongue of fire resting above everyone else’s head. Not one could see the flame over one’s own 
head, and if I had been there I might have instinctively reached up to see if I could feel one over my head; 
but if I gave it a second thought, I might not have reached to feel above me. Did I really want to learn that a 
gift-flame of God’s Spirit hovered above me as well? There is something less unsettling about observing 
others’ experiences and reactions than evaluating one’s own life situation. In other words, I can see God’s 
gifts of the Spirit in your life – faith, hope, love, generosity, tenacity, courage, humility, doubt, curiosity, and 
respect. I can see God’s gifts of the Spirit in your life without feeling a strong need to evaluate God’s gifts to 
me. Yet if our lives are like those disciples praying to figure out God’s guidance when Jesus is physically no 
longer with them, then some personal discernment is required, isn’t it? What is involved in that personal 
discernment? 

In May of 1978, my church intern supervisor, George Kluber, gave me a lasting gift from his guidance 
at First Presbyterian Church of Pasadena, Texas. George was preparing to preach on Pentecost Sunday – in 
a town where the general Christian religious culture was preoccupied with wanting to know the true faith 
experience and credentials of each person. George said, “Ted, I am convinced the real miracle of Pentecost 
was not disciples’ speaking in a certain unknown spiritual language. The real miracle of Pentecost was in 
the hearing and understanding of those who sensed and perceived the story and grace of God in Jesus 
Christ. They heard and understood as God intended – through the various languages spoken and other 
people speaking.” 

Nine hundred years ago, the French religious character, Anselm, taught that anyone’s faith- journey 
across the years is a pilgrimage of “faith seeking understanding.” That never means there is a single, “true,” 
“correct” belief-perspective, experience, or answer. It means, as George Kluber coached me, that care-full 
listening to others leads to an evolving understanding of God’s gifts of the Spirit in one’s particular life, gifts 
which then can be care-fully, respectfully shared. When we listen to others with care, we grow in 
understanding their lives and ours. 

David Brooks is an author and columnist whose book published in 2019 is titled “The Second 
Mountain: The Quest for a Moral Life.” In “The Second Mountain” Mr. Brooks tells of his being convinced 
that the first mountain in life for people is most often the quest and climb for success, accomplishment, and 
even recognition. The second mountain is a quest and climb for others, when success, accomplishment, and 
recognition are hardly part of the journey at all. Being part of and participating in a broad-effort for 
contributions to the world beyond oneself is the essence of the second mountain-quest. I’m paraphrasing, 
but he writes that he has no shame about describing the life-journeys of several people, because he is 
convinced that we learn best from listening to the lives of others. We might say, from a look at the Pentecost 
window by Gordon Smith from 1966, we are guided in our own journey by listening to and observing God’s 
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gifts in the lives of others, through their trials, challenges, and errors, as much if not more than through 
their successes. 

One person of whom Mr. Brooks writes is Frederick Buechner. When Mr. Buechner was 27 years 
old, his “first mountain” life as an acclaimed novelist was unfolding. One Sunday he heard George Buttrick 
preach at Madison Avenue Presbyterian Church in Manhattan. Dr. Buttrick remarked that Jesus Christ is 
“not crowned amid splendor, but amid confession, and tears, and great laughter.” When Fred Buechner 
heard the phrase, “Jesus, who was crucified, was crowned amid confession, and tears, and great laughter,” 
it was clearer to him that ever before that the world is changed through humanly acknowledged failure 
and ironic paradox. From death comes new life! Young Mr. Buechner then began to move from the first 
mountain of “prioritized accomplishment in career” to the second mountain of service-among-others. Fred 
Buechner says he began realizing that God’s sub-surface mysterious grace is the power which sets free the 
Spirit of Jesus who was crucified, so that God who suffers among God’s people “gets the last laugh,” this 
being the caring laughter of God heard with ears of faith as Life Made New emerges. 

A few years later, thinking back on that worship service at Madison Avenue Church, Fred Buechner 
would write these words: “We all can wake up in our beds at dawn and ask, ‘Can I believe it all again today?’ 
Or we can ask that question after hearing and reading about atrocities in the news. ‘Can I believe toward 
God’s new life again today?’ At least five times out of ten the answer should be, ‘No, I am not convinced of 
God’s new life today.’ The ‘no’ is as important as the ‘yes,’ maybe more so. The ‘no’ is what proves you’re 
human in case you ever doubt it. Yet if some morning the answer happens to be ‘Really Yes,’ it will be a Yes 
that’s choked with your confession, your tears, your great laughter” (The Second Mountain, pgs.250-51). 
Mr. Brooks quotes Fred Buechner, and both argue the importance of listening to one’s own life. The story 
of Pentecost suggests that God has gifted each person BOTH to listen to one’s own life and to others’ lives 
with care, full of care, listening full of care. The result will be on-going, evolving understanding. Faith 
seeking understanding of self, of others, of the God who comes among us like a blue norther with flames of 
grace-gifts distributed among all. 

Poet Denise Levertov, 39 years ago wrote: “I have a small grain of hope — one small crystal that 
gleams clear colors out of transparency. I need more [hope]. I break off a fragment to send you. Please take 
this grain of a grain of hope so that mine won’t shrink. Please share your fragment so that yours will grow. 
Only so, by division, will hope increase, like a clump of irises, which will cease to flower unless you 
distribute the clustered roots, unlikely source — clumsy and earth-covered — of grace” (“For the New Year, 
1981”). Clumps of dirt-covered iris bulbs needing to be distributed and rooted in a new location are 
material sources of grace and material gifts of grace – as Pentecost flames are visionary and symbolic, 
perceived as being over the heads of others when praying, when sharing the space of a room and when 
sharing a still wider world. That miracle continues, as George Kluber said, whenever God’s people discern 
that all receive God’s gifts in different ways, and faith seeks understanding in different ways. Listen for 
being filled: God’s care leads to serving in the way of Jesus Christ. Faith seeking understanding is 
continually experienced and evolves. – All honor and praise be to God. 
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“The Church is the Embodiment 
of the New Covenant” 

 
Magnificently, this final window portrays 

eloquently the great commission enjoined by Christ, 

“. . . go therefore and make disciples of all nations, 

baptizing them in the name of the Father, the Son, 

and the Holy Spirit.” The figure of Christ is shown in 

bold stance; in His right hand is the scroll 

emblazoned with the symbols Alpha and Omega, 

the beginning and the end. his left hand is extended, 

beckoning all to follow Him. Beside Him grows a 

myrtle bush, an allusion to the Gentiles who were 

converted by Christ. 

 

Above and behind Him are the catacombs where 

early Christians gathered to escape persecution and 

to worship. Higher yet are two structures 

representing the cathedrals of the Eastern 

Orthodox and the Roman Catholic Churches. 

 

Farther up in the panorama is a replica of the 1906 

First Presbyterian Church building on Washington 

Ave., and above this the 1966 sanctuary structure of 

First Presbyterian Church as it stands today” 
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Jesus Never Far Away: Remembering Our Chains in the Relay Race by Grace 
 Colossians 1:24-29; 4:2-4,18 b,c; Revelation 22:13,20-21 September 13, 2020 
 Ted V. Foote, Jr. First Presbyterian Church, Bryan, Texas 

In First Presbyterian’s faceted glass window #11, it’s easy to be fascinated by the sequential 
illustrations from the middle of the window moving up. These images portray locations of worshiping 
communities across the centuries, from the persecuted early church’s catacombs underneath the city of 
Rome, to a cathedral of neo-Byzantine architecture, likely representing the Russian Orthodox tradition, to 
Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris from the Roman Catholic tradition, then jumping the Protestant 
Reformation and the Atlantic Ocean to illustrate First Presbyterian of Bryan, Texas’ buildings from 1906 
and 1966. This shows a historical time-line, and we might think it’s related to human progress. I now think, 
though, that Mr. Gordon Smith, the windows’ design artist in 1966, intended something more Biblical than 
a notion that human beings might make progress toward God. 

If you drive a vehicle into a parking place front-forward, and if there is a barrier of some sort in front 
of where you pull up, then you have to put the vehicle in reverse and back out of that location before you 
can put it in drive and go forward again. That’s what we need to do examining First Presbyterian’s faceted-
glass window Number 11. The window’s lower-half illustration of Jesus includes the name-tag-sort-of 
scroll he holds with the Greek letters Alpha and Omega, the equivalent of English’s A and Z. The final book 
in the Bible’s collection entitled “The Revelation” (22:13) includes this name for Jesus: The Alpha and 
Omega; The First and the Last; The Completion NOT of God’s Alphabet, but The Completion of God’s Love 
Revealed in Certain Chapters of Time. So we know the window’s illustration is taken from the last chapter 
in the Bible, and that Jesus is pointing up, or forward through years and centuries upcoming, the time yet 
to unfold. Here’s where matters become confusing, at least to me. The last chapter of Revelation (22:20-
21) reports words from a vision with Jesus, saying: “Surely I am coming soon;” and the church of Jesus’ 
disciples prays for his returning presence: “Come, Lord Jesus!” 

Any Bible reader may ask: “Has Jesus yet showed up?” Phrased another way, “If we are Jesus’ 
disciples, how do we live in a way that indicates Jesus is (or will be) showing up?” There are at least three 
possible responses. One response to the question, “Has Jesus showed up yet?” is a “that’s ridiculous” 
response: “Jesus is not going to show up, and any such Biblical suggestion is a fantasy or a fraud.” A second 
response to the question, “Has Jesus showed up yet?” is the “still around” response: “God has sacred 
purposes for the world in time, and struggles are part of the way ‘the world is the world’ and ‘history is 
history.’ The Spirit of Jesus is yet abiding invisibly among people. One person has written: ‘I doubt that 
Jesus has really ever been very far away – in suffering and resurrection love.’” A third response to the 
question, “Has Jesus showed up yet?” is the “religious rescue” response: “Life has deteriorated so much, 
that surely the end is near, and God is going to wrap-up this whole enterprise with Jesus coming from the 
clouds to separate ‘wheat from chaff’ and ‘good from evil.’” Jesus showing up? (1) Ridiculous? (2) Never far 
away? (3) Coming to the rescue? In his book from 2007, “The Scandalous Gospel of Jesus,” Dr. Peter Gomes 
argues against the first of those considerations, the “that’s ridiculous” response, telling how convinced he 
is that God has open-ended and unfinished purposes and asserting this is neither fantasy nor fraud. Also, 
Dr. Gomes rejects the third of those considerations, that Jesus is likely soon coming from the clouds to 
“rescue the truly religious Christians” because God is finally sick and tired after centuries of plenty 
happening from people in the world for God to be sick and tired of (p.4). Instead of endorsing the first or 
third considerations, Dr. Gomes is convinced how Jesus – with his life and teachings – points forward, 
possibly in a way similar to Mr. Smith’s faceted glass window #11. In this window, Jesus is identified as 
“The Alpha and the Omega” and therefore as “The Completion of God’s Love Revealed in a Certain 30 Year 
Chapter of Time.” Mr. Smith’s Window #11 illustrates Jesus motioning over his left shoulder with an open 
palm to indicate how, beyond his life, there is “more to come.” “More to come” is not “progress” as in “better 
and better.” It is that God is still abiding with sacred purposes, amid struggles and joy, essentially invisible, 
but never far away from suffering and resurrection love. God’s people as the church live this witness, speak 
this witness, and share this witness – imperfectly and often messing up; but the witness says, “God intends 
more to come.” 
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In “The Scandalous Gospel of Jesus,” Dr. Gomes tells how he was encouraged by a person named 
Edward Farley to “not preach the Bible” but “from the Bible, to preach the Gospel,” meaning that Bible-
Scripture words and stories are literary windows from the past testifying to God’s good news of love, care, 
and liberation in the present and for the future. 

In David Brooks’ book from 2019, “The Second Mountain,” Mr. Brooks tells how, in college in the 
late1970s, he was assigned to read writings by the 1700s English philosopher and politician, Edmund 
Burke. Mr. Burke wrote that looking backward to assess critically the contributions of ancestors helps us 
grasp our indebtedness to them for their sacrifices coming before us. We now have a responsibility to “pay 
forward” our debt. “We receive; and what we have received, we hold, cherish, and enjoy. We then improve 
what we have received for transmission to others” (p.283). 

In Eddie Glaude, Jr.’s recent book, “Begin Again: James Baldwin’s America and Its Urgent Lessons 
for Our Own,” Professor Glaude is very clear that he was beyond his undergraduate studies before the 
writings of James Baldwin were a hurdle he approached (xxiv-xv). Yet he says that, amid racial brokenness 
in America deeply felt still today by so many, Mr. Baldwin’s writings have helped him (1) see beyond racial 
brokenness which is very real and (2) live with a sense that there is a greater purpose, which is related to 
healing. Professor Glaude quotes from Mr. Baldwin’s last novel (“Just Above My Head”): “When the dream 
was slaughtered and all the love and labor seemed to have come to nothing, we scattered. (Yet) not 
everything is lost. Responsibility cannot be lost. It can only be abdicated. If one refuses to abdicate 
responsibility (to turn from it), one begins again” (xxix). 

Mr. Smith’s Window #11 is not saying to us that the Kingdom of God, or the Commonwealth of God 
is completed in the 1966 sanctuary building of First Presbyterian-Bryan, Texas. Not at all. Mr. Smith – who 
schooled himself in the stories, hardships, struggles, betrayals, and persecutions experienced by the Native 
American Plains Indians, is not saying that starting in 1966 God completed all God intends with First 
Presbyterian or any other church community. Rather, like a relay runner with a baton in a hand, Mr. Smith 
is saying that the structure of bricks and mortar which is this building at this location, is a gathering place 
where God’s people have been encountered by God’s suffering- and-resurrection-love, and they are still 
running their part of the historical relay – we are still running our part – so to speak, before passing on the 
baton of faith, hope, and love to others. 

Professor Glaude also quotes Mr. Baldwin: “Salvation is not flight from the wrath of God. It is 
accepting and reciprocating the love of God. Salvation does not divide. Salvation connects. It is not the 
exclusive property of any set theology, creed, or church” (pgs.213-14). The writer of “Colossians” 
concluded (4:18): “Remember my chains. Grace be with you.” Professor Glaude concludes: “In the end, we 
cannot hide from each other. When we imprison our fellows in categories that cut off their humanity from 
our own, we end up imprisoning ourselves. In love, however, a profound mutuality develops and becomes 
the basis for genuine democratic community where we all can flourish, if we so choose. This was Baldwin’s 
prayer. It has become my own” (pgs.213-14). 

I once thought Mr. Smith intended at Window #11 to illustrate the finish of our relay in faith, hope, 
and love. Today I think it’s wrong for me to think in that direction. Mr. Smith wants us to begin again, over 
at Window #1. The journey continues. Carry the baton another lap. “Remember our chains” in the world. 
Go forward still sharing the grace from God which redeems and makes us new. God’s suffering and 
resurrection-love are never far away. We share both chains and God’s caring love with every child of God. 
Isn’t that the relay race and journey of stewardship in life to which all eleven of those sanctuary windows 
continually encourage us? – All honor and praise be to God. 
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